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Throughout the summer we continued to meet in a Friend’s backyard with our own 
chairs, masks, and appropriate distancing.  When it became too cold to meet outside we 
were able to rent space in our local Seventh Day Adventist Church since they do not use 
the building on Sunday.  In late 2020 when Covid19 was worsening several of our 
members decided they could not attend, so we dropped down to just three or so at our 
meetings.  Some of those not attending would hold worship at home during our regular 
meeting time.  When our community moved to a moderate risk level most members have 
returned.  We will probably move outside again when the weather permits. 
 
For community outreach we focus on providing money for needed services or purchases 
for families in crisis in our community.  One of our local churches is providing lunch and 
a food pantry free to anyone who needs it. We are supporting them and Moab Solutions, 
which helps find housing for and gives support to our homeless population.  Since the 
outbreak we have sent more money to both and a donation to an organization providing 
running water to homes on the Navajo Nation. 
 
Several of our members attended some of the Zoom programs offered during Yearly 
Meeting last June. We are pleased Friends who find it difficult to attend Yearly Gathering 
in person were able to experience it over Zoom, but others missed seeing Friends and 
being together.    
 
We continued having potlucks into late fall in a park bringing our own food and keeping 
our distance.  We appreciated having time to socialize in person with our Quaker 
community. Our newsletter has kept us informed. We are trying to make sure our 
members have what they need during this time.   
 
We were fortunate to keep our cases of Covid19 relatively low in our county through 
September even though we had one of the busiest tourist seasons ever. Even though our 
county has had a mask mandate since July the cases started increasing in October.  We 
still have fewer cases than our neighboring counties, but we are now experiencing a slight 
increase in cases instead of a decline. On the bright side our county is vaccinating at a 
higher rate than others. Still our future gatherings and contact with each other will depend 
on the current health situation in our county.   
 
Even though there is hope for a better summer and fall, we acknowledge the sorrow, fear, 
and uncertainty our nation is still experiencing which makes us even more grateful for 
our Meeting and the opportunity it gives us to be connected and support each other and 
our community. 
 
 
 


